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GEOPATHIC ZONES We sleep for about eight hours in the same
spot, or sit at work for eight hours in the same spot, and if that is what
is called a geopathically stressed zone, some problem will eventually
arise because of that. In some areas of Europe it has long been public
policy to prohibit the building of residences over water veins, fault
zones or areas of geomagnetic disturbance because of the health
hazards observed over many centuries in dwellings previously built on
such sites.
THE HARTMANN GRID If you go to the agricultural college library and
look up geomagnetism, you will see that the earth is gridded with
electromagnetic earth currents from the earth called Telluric lines.
These electromagnetic energy lines have a wave pattern and flow in a
grid fashion. There are different kinds of electromagnetic earth
currents. The first is the Hartmann Grid, named after Dr. Ernst
Hartmann who discovered it. Its lines run north to south as well as
east to west, forming a checkerboard pattern with a 12 foot square
grid and lines about four inches wide. At full moon they may be wider.
The distance between the lines may be different in your area,
depending primarily on the rock beneath the earth where you are
living which will cause some variance. This far north of the equator,
the lines of the Hartmann grid are only 12 feet apart, which means

they are not very far apart, and some will be found underneath your
home. Closer to the equator, they are about 17 feet apart, and they
are wider and much less intense. These lines are actually rays
projecting straight up from the ground, and it doesn't matter whether
you are on the first floor or the fortieth floor. I don't know how deep the
lines go. Their depth would depend on how much crystal there is in
the rock. In the Kingston area the rock contains a lot of crystal, and
the phenomenon is far worse from Kingston going north-west along
the Canadian shield.
THE CURRY NET The Curry Net, named after Dr. Manfred Curry, runs
diagonal to the Hartmann Grid, running from north-west to south-east,
south-west to north-east, and one grid lays on top of the other. The
Curry lines are 25 to 50 feet apart, so the Curry is not under every
home. The Hartmann always is, but the Curry is not. That Curry Line
is called the cancer line.
WATER VEINS The other phenomenon we have is water veins. This is
water actually travelling in the rock, and that is where a dowser would
find the water. So where two water veins intersect or where water
intersects with the Curry is a very very dangerous place to be
sleeping. When you have all the grids together, with the Curry line on
top of the Hartmann, and the water veins as well, you could
experience serious diseases at the crossings. What I see over the
Hartmann crossings generally is less serious diseases such as
arthritis.
MULTI-GROUNDING SYSTEM Every electrical installation is
grounded; every building, every transformer, roughly every third hydro
pole along the road is grounded. Since everything is grounded, it
causes a certain amount of electricity to go into the soil. Power
companies do not sell all the electricity they manufacture because
some of it goes off into the air. Most researchers measure what goes
into the atmosphere and how it affects human health, but my research
shows that what goes into the air is not the most serious problem. It is
actually what is coming up out of the earth from the earth rays, these
magnetic grid lines which it is travelling along.

STRAY VOLTAGE IN THE GROUND I was at a meeting last
September here in Toronto put on by the Canadian Electrical
Association and they were discussing the effect of stray voltage on
dairy cows. They were saying that electrical energy goes down the
ground wires and back to the source where it was made, which is the
substation or the power station. I asked them how it goes there, and
they said that they really didn't know. Well, I think they know that it is
travelling along the earth's magnetic grid lines. If there is a problem
with an electric motor, or an electrical short or fault which is sending a
lot of electrical energy down the ground wire, it will be travelling back
to the source and it may be travelling underneath your home.
STRAY VOLTAGE AND COWS About three years ago, a farmer called
me in because of stray voltage. Stray voltage occurs on a dairy farm
where there is a lot of heavy equipment or electric motors with
electrical faults which cause them to send a lot of electrical energy
down the ground wires. Ontario Hydro had been in and had measured
two volts of electricity coming right out of the soil. They just stick two
rods in the ground maybe 50 feet apart with wires across with a volt
meter to measure the voltage. Six of his cows had already died, so it
was quite serious. When I dowsed for the Hartmann Grid lines, I found
that it was the cows who were standing on these grid lines who were
being affected by the stray voltage. The electricity that was travelling
in the soil was travelling on the Hartmann Grid, and the cows who
were standing on the Hartmann lines were the ones whose immune
systems were depressed.
The dairy cow is tied in the same stall for 24 hours a day, so any
adverse effects will be more predominant. These animals have taught
me more than people because there is absolutely no placebo effect,
which means that they don't know that I have made any changes in
the earth's energies of their environment. But they change their
behaviour from being an irritable, kicking animal to one that is calm,
and that is a considerable change. Cows are tied up in two rows in
barns, generally down the barn, and where the grid lines cross, I
would ask the farmer, "Does that cow have a problem?" and he would
say yes. Another 12 feet down I would ask, "Does that cow have a

problem?" and he would answer yes, and he was quite surprised.
Since cow stalls are four feet wide, the grid lines were under every
third stall, all the way down the barn. I was able to identify the cows
that had mastitis and different diseases, and who would not respond
to medication. So we made the corrections, and things improved on
that farm.
EFFECTS OF THE GRID LINES ON PLANTS, ANIMALS AND
CHILDREN Birds use these magnetic lines to travel north and south to
find their way back to the same nest. Cats interestingly will sleep on
these zones, but dogs hate them. So if you have a cat sleeping on
your bed all the time, be careful. There may be a geopathically
stressed zone there. They are excellent dowsers. We also know that
plants are affected by these energies. Trees will often grow with a
twisted grain, or they grow off to one angle, or have burls on them.
That tree is growing over a stressed area. So if you watch the trees,
you will know where the geopathically stressed zones are. Children,
even little children and babies will creep off these lines. They may
even sleep on the carpet beside the bed, because it is just
uncomfortable for them. Children who are sleeping on the Curry in
particular, will have nightmares.
DISEASES LINKED TO GEOPATHIC STRESS Have any of you ever
moved into a new apartment or new house and have never felt well
since? You may have low energy, or not sleep properly.
Electromagnetic fields interfere with the movement of oxygen at a
cellular level, and the movement of water; therefore arthritis may
result. I have seen arthritis, coughing, asthma, headaches, and
diseases of different locations of the body depending on where the
Hartmann grid is crossing you while you are asleep. It can be the liver
or the kidneys. It can be anything. I had a client who was sleeping on
a Curry line for 33 years and she developed cancer. It took that long in
her case for the cancer to manifest, but some people are sick within
three months of moving into a new house. So there are no rules. It
depends on the individual, perhaps their diet, their attitude to life, how
strong the lines are, how much electricity is travelling on them, how
wide they are, and their intensity. If you have a phenomenon like this

interfering with vibrational medicine such as homeopathy or
aromatherapy, whatever corrections the practitioner is trying to make
will not be very successful because of where you are sleeping. The
Curry Net will usually wake people up every morning around two or
three o'clock because it changes flow direction at that time and goes
in the opposite direction. That is not exactly a shock, but it wakes
people up.
BALANCING THE ENERGY FIELDS Our ancient people knew of
these earth energies and their powerful influence on people and they
knew how to balance these energies. Some cultures built pyramids in
different parts of the world. Our Native North Americans built medicine
wheels. To build a medicine wheel, or energy wheel, you take large
rocks, preferably pink granite, and place them over a water dome,
then a large one over each water vein coming off the dome, and then
small rocks in between so it looks like a wagon wheel lying there on
the ground built of stone. That will balance earth energies and you will
actually have fewer flies and other insects around.
INSECTS AND PLANTS Insects know the difference between a
healthy plant and an unhealthy plant, and they are attracted to the
unhealthy ones. They have antennae which measure frequencies. An
unhealthy plant gives of a high frequency short wave length, and the
insects' job in nature is to destroy the unhealthy plants and only let the
healthy plants multiply. When our plants are unhealthy, the insects
come in, and we in our wisdom, get out our favourite insecticide and
kill them, when really, the plant should have been destroyed. Dr.
Danskow in Minnesota has discovered that if the leaf sugar reading is
over 12%, insects stay away because apparently that sugar will
change to alcohol in their digestive system and kill them with alcohol
toxicity and diarrhea. We all know that sugar turns into alcohol. So if
you are having insect problems in your garden and your plants are
obviously under stress, find out what is wrong. Bring in a dowser and
you can find out. Plants have a consciousness, and you can actually
communicate with the plant. Read the book The Secret Life of Plants
by Christopher Bird.
DETECTION OF GEOPATHIC ZONES BY DOWSING We have tried

many instruments, some very expensive, but none have proved as
consistently reliable, accurate and quick as a human dowser. All
scientists measuring geopathic stress with instruments will take a
dowser along to locate the radiation initially. Today, dowsing is
accepted and practiced by more and more people including medical
practitioners, and dowsing for water has been the most accepted way
of dowsing for thousands of years. Dowsing for health enables
medical practitioners to determine and locate illnesses and disease
and select the most suitable form of treatment and remedy quickly.
Dowsing can be used for checking food to see if it is free from toxins
and for determining allergies to certain foods. Dowsing areas for
geopathic stress can be learned in a matter of minutes using rods, a
pendulum, or the muscle test even though some dowsers tell you it
will take years to learn. Learn to dowse and figure out where these
grid lines are.
TREATMENT FOR GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES There are many
different methods of dealing with these phenomena. My own works
well, and so do many others. Some people use stragically placed
copper wires and coils and wrap copper wire around the bed frame. I
dowse to see where the coils should be placed. Correct the problem.
Move the bed a foot and a half and you are off the line. Watch where
the cat is sleeping, or the dog. We place jars of specifically
programmed crystals in a triangle around the house or barn, usually
buried in the ground, and this starts the grid lines swirling and mixing.
The swirling action is evident in the kitchen sink. The water may go
down counterclockwise at night and clockwise during the day time.
Counter-clockwise is a healing energy (north pole energy) and
clockwise is a stimulating energy (south pole energy). Magnetic
mattress pads will even the effects of the lines out, but not necessarily
block them. That doesn't make it good.
PROTECTIVE PRODUCTS I have developed a few products to protect
you from electromagnetic fields. The Lady-Bug is a new concept using
special materials and antennae to attract and redirect harmful
computer screen emissions away from the user. It is a cute-looking
bug, the size of a dime. The Elf-Pak contains a dielectric resonator

which alters the harmful nature of radiations and creates an
interference pattern. It is placed on the main electrical fuse box in the
home or workplace to neutralize harmful electricity. It protects against
radiations from microwave dishes, power substations and power
transmission lines. Carry the Elf-Pak when flying to reduce jet lag
caused by electronics and wiring under the floor of the airplane. The
Earth Crystals will neutralize harmful geopathic stress zones and
create a healing vortex around your home or workplace.
Are you sleeping in a cancer zone? It is a big concern for people
today. Most of the research on this subject has been done in Europe.
Some of the original research was done by von Pohl in Germany in
the 1920s. Kathe Bachler discusses how where you are sleeping can
cause cancer in her book called Earth Radiation, and there is an
excellent book out of England by Rolf Gordon called Are You Sleeping
in a Safe Place? All three people are saying virtually the same thing.

***
For more information, you may contact Gary Skillen Technologies at
3332E River Road, Manotick, Ontario K4M 1B4; phone 613-826-0599;
fax 613-527-3060 , Or the Canadian Society of Dowsers at 21
Oberon St., Nepean, Ontario; phone 613-828-4476. Gary's products,
the Lady Bug, the Elf-Pak, and the Earth Crystals are available at
Consumer Health Organization. Please call 416-490-0986.

